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Emerging Pathologies in Cardiology: Proceedings of the Mediterranean Cardiology Meeting 2005Springer, 2005

	Clinical practice is evolving at a rapid pace,nowhere more so than in the field of cardiology.Acute Coronary Syndromes, Sudden Cardiac Death, Heart Failure, Atrial Fibrillation,Syncope,and Prevention of Global Cardiovascular Risk are the main Emerging Pathologies to which many investigators are addressing their researches. Less than 10 years...
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Macromedia Flash MX 2004 Killer TipsNew Riders Publishing, 2003
The hottest collection of cool tips and hidden secrets for the  Flash MX 2004 user who needs results fast! In today's economy, time is money.  Flash MX 2004 Killer Tips is all about speed,  showing users how to get more work done in less time. This book is designed to  increase productivity (and...
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Introduction to Computer SecurityAddison Wesley, 2004
In this authoritative book, widely respected practitioner and teacher Matt Bishop presents a clear and useful introduction to the art and science of information security. Bishop's insights and realistic examples will help any practitioner or student understand the crucial links between security theory and the day-to-day security...
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How to Buy a House with No (or Little) Money Down, 3rd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
The Ultimate guide to finding and financing a home
Almost everyone aspires to owning a home, but the reality of coming up with a large enough down payment often stands in the way of making that dream come true. No longer! How to Buy a House with No (or Little) Money Down has helped tens of thousands become homeowners, and now it's your turn!...
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Simple Steps to Data Encryption: A Practical Guide to Secure ComputingSyngress Publishing, 2013

	Everyone wants privacy and security online, something that most computer users have more or less given up on as far as their personal data is concerned. There is no shortage of good encryption software, and no shortage of books, articles and essays that purport to be about how to use it. Yet there is precious little for ordinary users who...
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Quality of Telephone-Based Spoken Dialogue SystemsSpringer, 2004
An increasing number of telephone services are offered in a fully automatic way with the help of speech technology. The underlying systems, called spoken dialogue systems (SDSs), possess speech recognition, speech understanding, dialogue management, and speech generation capabilities, and enable a more-or-less natural spoken interaction with the...
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Don't Just Do Something, Stand There!: Ten Principles for Leading Meetings That MatterBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2007

	Most people think meetings are all too often a waste of time. But Weisbrod and Janoff say that's only because of the way most meetings are run. In this book they offer ten principles that will allow you to get more done in meetings by doing less. The key is knowing what you can and can't control. You can't controol people's...
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20 Minutes to a Top Performer: Three Fast and Effective Conversations to Motivate, Develop, and Engage Your Employees (Business Books)McGraw-Hill, 2009

	Transform Average Employees into Powerhouse Performers


	“I cannot think of a more important message and timely book. 20 Minutes to a Top Performer offers quick, simple techniques for managers to improve their effectiveness in communicating with their teams.”

	Steven Fine, vice president for...
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The Complete Cisco VPN Configuration GuideCisco Press, 2005
The definitive guide to building a complete VPN solution with Cisco routers, PIX Firewalls, concentrators, and remote access clients

	
    A complete resource for understanding VPN components and VPN design issues

    
	
    Understand state-of-the-art...
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Introduction to Focused Ion Beams: Instrumentation, Theory, Techniques and PracticeSpringer, 2004
The focused ion beam (FIB) instrument has experienced an intensive period of maturation since its inception. Numerous new techniques and applications have been brought to fruition by the tireless efforts of some very innovative scientists with the foresight to recognize the potential of this upstart apparatus. Over the past few years, the FIB has...
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Automatic Algorithm Recognition and Replacement: A New Approach to Program OptimizationMIT Press, 2000
Optimizing compilers have a fundamental problem. No matter how powerful their optimizations
are, they are no substitute for good application algorithms. Consider the case of
sorting. For sufficiently large data sets, a merge sort algorithm compiled with a less powerful
optimizer will always out-perform a selection sort algorithm...
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Dynamic and Mobile GIS: Investigating Changes in Space and Time (Innovations in Gis)CRC Press, 2006
Like Stan Openshaw (1998) in the foreword to the ‘Innovations in GIS 5’, I have never been asked to write a foreword before, and also like him I am concerned that after you read this one (and who reads forewords anyway?) I may never be invited again. But, as readers of this foreword will be probably be sparse and perhaps limited to the...
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